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 The Cyber security program:  Our objectives and focus areas

 From threat to business opportunity?

 What does the future hold?
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EUR +30 million
In annual funding

EUR 672 million
In assets

The Danish Industry Foundation is a philanthropic foundation



Enhance the 
competitiveness of the 
Danish business sector

mission

knowledge

competences

innovation
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Denmark is one of the world’s most digitized countries.

According to ITU, we are ranked 32nd globally in terms of 
cybersecurity.

= A critical combination and creating one of the most 
vulnerable economies in terms of cyber attacks due to 
many attack surfaces.

So great benefits to be achieved through stronger cyber 
security 

.

Our point of departure



We have allocated over EUR 17 million to 
strengthen cyber security in Denmark.

+EUR 17 m

funding

The cyber security program – an 
ambitious and proactive engagement 
within the Danish Industry 
Foundation

We have initiated 20 projects that 
continuously create new knowledge, 
concrete cases and results. 

+20

Number of projects



The Danish Industry Foundation’s mission is to 
transform cyber security into a competitive 
advantage for the Danish business sector.

Our mission
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Our projects: the foundation of knowledge which we stand upon

Growth opportunities through innovation and 
entrepreneurship

Competitive advantages via resilience

More cyber competences in the future

Danish Cyber 
Hub

Cyber secure IoT 
in Danish 
Industry

Security by Design in
Digital Denmark 

Start-up program in 
Israel

Responsible use of 
data

D-seal Collaborative 
cyber security

Cyber 
simulator 

Hacker Stop An open culture 
among smes

The spy test The employee – the 
company’s active 

protector

SME education 
project

Strategic
Cyber competences

Awareness 
campaign 

Cyber skills The danish cyber 
championships

Cyber
Summer school 

in Israel

Training 
platform

The talents of 
tomorrow

CyPro
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Growth opportunities through 
innovation and entrepreneurship



• An increasing market opportunity: The global cyber security market 
is growing significantly. 

• A competitive advantage: Forward looking companies that can 
document that their products and solutions are cyber secure will 
achieve a competitive advantage vis-à-vis other, less secure suppliers. 

But:
• A market that doesn’t really want to pay for security in solutions.

• A financial market/investors that are only starting to understand 
cyber security as a business.

• The development and selling of cyber solutions often demand 
interdisciplinary competences – both on developer and customer 
side. 
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purpose

The project has established a 

national hub for cyber security with 

the aim of fostering innovation 

within start-ups and SMEs, thereby 

making cyber security a Danish 

competitive advantage. 

Cyber Hub

Project owner
Digital Lead

Project period
2019 – 2023
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purpose

The project will create 

knowledge and concrete tools 

through a number of in-depth 

projects in selected companies.

It will also contribute to greater 

awareness of IoT security among 

the Danish business sector.

Cyber security in IOT

Project owner
The Alexandra Institute

Project period
2019-2022
2022-2025
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Competitive advantages via 
resilience



• 99 % of Danish companies are SMEs and are thus the backbone of 

the Danish business structure

• Need for collaboration and information sharing.

• More push/pull should come from customers and suppliers.

But:

• A mixed group – hard to reach.

• The criminals are showing increasing interest.

• Nearly half of SMEs are digitally vulnerable.
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purpose

The development and launch of a 

labelling scheme for IT security and 

responsible use of data, which 

elevates the level of security and 

competitiveness. 

 The project should add value for 

the individual company and create 

security for both customers and 

business partners.

 The project shall give companies a 

solid boost within IT security and 

the responsible use of data. 

objectives

The D-seal

Project owner
The Confederation of Danish 
Industry

Project period
2019-2022
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More cyber competences 
in the future



• Demand for information security skills is increasing both 
in Denmark and globally.

• 8 out of 10 Danish companies have experienced 
recruitment problems within the field of cyber security. 

• Labour and skills shortage will affect security levels and 
the prospect of establishing a cyber security industry. 

• Management and board members are starting to 
embrace the problem but are often lacking the strategic
and business perpective on cyber.

• We need to be innovative and create partnerships to 
solve the problem.
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purpose

The project will heighten awareness 

and competences in relation to the 

management of cyber crime in 

Danish boards and executive board 

teams. 

 The project’s intention is to boost 

the level of knowledge and 

competences within the cyber 

field in Danish boards. 

 The project’s ambition is to make 

boards and executive boards 

among the leaders internationally 

in terms of cyber governance and 

cyber resilience, as well as 

transform cyber security into a 

competitive advantage for the 

Danish business sector. 

objectives

Strengthening 
strategic cyber 
competences

Project owner
The Board Leadership Society, 
Denmark

Project period
2019-2023
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purpose

The cyber championship will 

increase and strengthen the 

overall cyber security talent 

pool for the benefit of the 

Danish business sector.

Strong cyber competences are a 

necessity for future digital 

growth.

The national Cyber 
team – the danish cyber 
championship

Project owner
Aalborg University

Project period
2021-2024



Cyber security: A 
competitive advantage? 



From risk to opportunity

 For many years, cyber security has been perceived as a threat and a risk 

that should be dealt with by the IT department. 

 Uncertainty regarding ROI in cyber the biggest obstacle. 

 The business case for cyber investments has focused on costs. 

 An analysis from KPMG 2019 indicates that 71 per cent of CEOs regards 

cyber security as a source of competitive advantage. But they are still 

acting risk and incident oriented. 

 The dialogue on cyber is very risk-focused. Also in the media.

→
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Why should SMEs invest in cyber security?
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A better overview of the 
company's data and 
digital processes can 
contribute to making 

the business more 
efficient

Goodwill and a stronger 
brand in the market 
towards suppliers, 

customers and investors

Reduced probability of 
a cyber attack and less 
consequences in the 

event of an attack 



A journey towards value-creating cyber security
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Inspireret by Nixu

o incident-based 
cyber security

o Compliance-driven 
cyber security

o Risk management 
cyber security

o Value-creating 
cyber security



 A need for more knowledge about the business opportunities present in 

strong cyber security. 

 Cyber Security Program has initiated the development of a Cyber 

Barometer

 The ambition is to track the development annually. 

 The first results will be released in a few days…

New understanding through new knowledge



The more the 
merrier…
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The number of companies having experienced one or more 
competitive advantages by introducing cyber actions.

1-3 actions     4 - 6             7 - 9             10 - 12         13 – 15

• Techniques
• Governance
• Rutines & Training

• Efficiency & Innovation
• Trust
• Differentiation & Revenue



From threat to opportunity

Increased use of digital solutions and 
digitalization by business, citizens and 

society

▪ Awareness
▪ Knowledge
▪ Competencies
▪ IT-solutions

Board
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Management

IT-people

Employees

Customers 
(B2B+B2C)
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Partners

Suppliers

Developers of cyber
security solutions

Companies with 
digital products 
with integrated

cyber security

Cyber-startups

More 
innovation and 
entrepreneursh
ip within cyber
security

New 
digital 

products 
and 

solutions

Competitive
advantage

The pipeline for talents 
within cyber must be

strengthened

Increased focus on 
interdisciplinarity

Cyber security training
must be increased
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Future focus



▪ Strengthen the story telling and focus on cyber security as a 

business enabler and as part of the ESG-agenda. 

▪ Cyber security in the value chain: : a great challenge 

especially for the SMEs but with few solutions.

▪ Strengthen the collaboration btw defense and the cyber 

industry

▪ Fast track approach to increase the supply of cyber 

specialists here and now (also about multidisciplinarity and 

diversity.)

The cyber security program 
the next couple of years



THANK YOU

Questions or comments: ms@industriensfond.dk


